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CS50 Walkthrough 1 Marta Bralic [email protected]



Walkthroughs   When?   Sundays in Emerson 7-8:30pm   Videos on website



  Purpose   To guide you through the week’s assignment   To answer your questions about the problems   To break assignments down into manageable bites



Grading   Correctness (3-5 pts)   follows specifications, lacks bugs



  Design (3-5 pts)   Clear, efficient, elegant, logical



  Style (3-5 pts)   commented, indented, variables well-named   http://wiki.cs50.net/Style_Guide



  poor/fair/good/better/best



Problem Set 1   Linux + the command line environment   O hai, Nano!   Free Candy   Time for Change   I Saw You



Linux + Command Line   Terminal/ PuTTY   instructions on cs50.net



  Command Line   ssh   mkdir   cd / cd ..   pwd   ls   passwd   logout



O hai, Nano!   nano hello.c   hai1.c   gcc –o hello hello.c   ./hello



Free Candy   Seriously, in the CS50 Lounge: MD G123



skittles.c   pseudorandom number generation        



rand srand time(NULL) modulo



  command line user input   printf   GetInt()   Loop



  including libraries by including header files   cs50, stdio, stdlib, time



Free Code! #include  #include  #include  #include  int main(void) { // seed PRNG srand(time(NULL)); // pick pseudorandom number in [0, 1023] int skittles = rand() % 1024; }



// TODO



TODO username@cloud (~/pset1): ./skittles O hai! I'm thinking of a number between 0 and 1023. What is it? 0 Nope! There are way more Skittles than that. Guess again. 1 Nope! There are way more Skittles than that. Guess again. -1 Nope! Don't be difficult. Guess again. 1023 Nope! There are fewer Skittles than that. Guess again. 42 That's right! Nom nom nom.



Building Blocks   printf   GetInt()   “thinking”   once you get the number from the user, what do you do?   loop   what kind?



GetInt() example int main(void) { // ask user for an integer printf("Give me an integer between 1 and 10: "); int n = GetInt();



}



// judge user's input if (n >= 1 && n = 4 && n = 7 && n 


Time for Change



Building Blocks   GetFloat()   convert to cents (float  int)   don’t forget to round, not truncate!   to learn how to use round(), see its man page!   careful: it returns a double that you must cast to an int



  Check user input -- no negative change!   loop – what kind?



  Algorithm



Let’s be greedy   greedy algorithm   $0.41 = quarter, dime, nickel, penny = 4 coins



  loop   figure out which coins to give   division + modulo / subtraction



  counter   keep track of how many coins you give



Stalking www.isawyouharvard.com



chart username@cloud (~/pset1): ./chart M spotting F: 3 F spotting M: 4 F spotting F: 1 M spotting M: 2 Who is Spotting Whom M spotting F ######################## F spotting M ################################ F spotting F ######## M spotting M ################



chart.c   User input (non-negative!)   Calculate percentages   ex. 5, 5, 0, 0   each 5 is 50% of the 10 spottings   those bars should measure 50% of 80 #s   each 0 is 0% of the 10 spottings   those bars should measure 0% of 80 #s   round percentages down (float->int)



  Draw   loop – what kind?   printf



Questions?
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Free Candy. â–« Time for Change. â–« I Saw You ... Free Candy. â–« Seriously, in the CS50 ... ask user for an integer printf("Give me an integer between 1 and 10: ");. 
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 - CS50 CDN 

Go to middle if k < value at middle search for k between first and the one before the middle if k > value at middle search for k between one after the middle and last if k = value at middle return true. If you haven't found k after this loop, return 
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 - CS50 CDN 

what type are these values? â–« how do we initialize them? â–« don't forget! â–« swap tiles for even d ... Questions? Please email me feedback: [email protected].
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52/cs50! - CS50 CDN 

SSH. â€¢ Secure Shell. â€¢ Allows you to access another computer through command-â€�line interface. â€¢ We use SSH to connect to the CS50 Cloud!
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cs50.c 1/5 cs50.c 2/5 - CS50 CDN 

11: * Based on Eric Roberts' genlib.h and simpio.h. 12: *. 13: * The latest version of this file can be found at. 14: * http://www.cs50.net/pub/releases/cs50/cs50.h.
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52/cs50! - CS50 CDN 

A condi on may have two values: true or false. â€¢ May be expressed as a logical expression or a. 'bool' variable. â€¢ Can be thought of as a yes/no ques on, or a.
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CS50 Walkthrough 1 

Videos on website. â–« Purpose. â–« To guide you through the week's assignment ... poor/fair/good/better/best ... Building Blocks. â–« printf. â–« GetInt(). â–« â€œthinkingâ€�.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 5 - CS50 CDN 

A bitmap is a series of consecuÃ»ve pixels described after each other. â€¢ Also has â€œmetadataâ€� in first 54 bytes consisÃ»ng of two headers.
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CS 50 Walkthrough 6 - CS50 CDN 

Slow but simple: Linear search every fme. â€“ don't do this! â€¢ Hash tables. â€¢ Tries ... easy if you've kept a counter that you increment every fme you load a word.
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cs50.c 1/5 cs50.c 2/5 - CS50 CDN 

delete from middle or tail. 100: else. 101: {. 102: predptr->next = ptr->next;. 103: free(ptr);. 104: }. 105: 106: // all done. 107: break;. 108: }. 109: else. 110: {. 111:.
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CS50 Walkthrough 4 

function, takes one argument ch (ascii). â–« if ch is 0, . , KEY_BACKSPACE, KEY_DC. â–« set that spot in the board to 0. â–« if ch is numerical between '1' and '9'.
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 

search. â–« sort. â–« fifteen.c. â–« distribution code ... Re-implement as binary! â–« why? â–« 2 main ways. â–« iterative. â–« recursive. Page 6. Binary Search: Iterative. Go to middle.
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CS50 Walkthrough 4 

distribution code. â–« ncurses. â–« move cursor. â–« allow changing user-added numbers, but not original ones. â–« allow replacement of blank with number. â–« invalid move? â–« won? ... Moving the cursor. â–« Switch statements! switch (test). { case 
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Merge Sort - CS50 CDN 

Data stored in memory has both a value and a location. â€¢ Pointers contain the memory address of some piece of data. â€¢ * pointer contains address to a ...
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pset4 - CS50 CDN 

Oct 8, 2010 - Go ahead and execute the command below: hostname. Recall that cloud.cs50.net is actually a cluster of servers. That command tells you the name of the specific server in the cluster that you happen to be connected to at the moment. Take 
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Merge Sort - CS50 CDN 

Data stored in memory has both a value and a location. â€¢ Pointers contain the memory address of some piece of data. â€¢ * pointer contains address to a ...
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CS51 - CS50 CDN 

We can still conceptualize & prototype using the right language abstractions. â–» If we understand relationships between linguistic abstractions, we can realize ...
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Untitled - CS50 CDN 

http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/MobileHIG/Characteristics/Characteristics.html ... content="yes"> http://developer.apple.com/library/safari/documentation/appleapplications/reference/SafariHTMLRef/Article
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Asymptotic Notation - CS50 CDN 

Like searching through the phone book. â€¢ Identify ... as you go. If array[i + 1] < array[i], swap them! ... Grab the smallest and swap it with whatever is at the front of ...
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Krzysztof Gajos - CS50 CDN 

What you will learn in. CS 179. â€¢ Discover and understand people's latent needs. â€¢ Invent and construct prototypes. â€¢ Design for people different than yourself.
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CS50 Walkthrough 4 

To Do. â–« distribution code. â–« ncurses. â–« move cursor. â–« allow changing user-added ... Allows you to change colors, ... g.board[g.y][g.x] is spot on board where.
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CS121 Tease for CS50.pptx - CS50 CDN 

Formal Systems and Computation. â€¢ Two ways to look at it. 1. Study of problems and computers with all their physicality abstracted away q0 q1 q2 q3 a a a a b b.
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CS50 Walkthrough #3 

Go to middle if k < value at middle search for k between first and the one before the middle if k > value at middle search for k between one after the middle and ...
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Quiz 0 - CS50 CDN 

In the context of files, Linux uses \n to end lines, Mac OS uses \r, and Windows ... format string's expectation of a leading %f, and so neither f nor c get filled with a ...
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Week 8 - CS50 CDN 

PHP: PHP Hypertext Preprocessor. â€¢ When accessed, dynamically generates a webpage which it then outputs to browser. â€¢ PHP code enclosed in tag.
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